Public Comment for the GLWA Meeting on Wednesday, July 24, 2019; please place my comment into
the minutes and publish these meeting minutes to help enlighten the whole community,
Cindy Darrah, (313) 414-5181, cindydarrah@gmail.com, 492 Peterboro, Det. 48201 between 2nd & Cass

Monday, July 22, 2019, I spoke with Linda, GLWA Communication Analysis, on the phone, about Saul’s
statement about the false statements, the GLWA management made on the GLWA’s Facebook Page :
Our water is not the best it can be. We are drawing our Water out the the river treating it with
chlorine instead of infra-red, ozonation, and activated carbon filtration, titanium oxide screens and
other helpful developments in technology and with it, communication to all (e.g.”don’t flush the toilet
so much, “When it’s raining in Detroit”), a wonderful pen and ink/watercolor given to me from my
good friend Barbara Greene-Mann); cheap way to reduce the sewage overflow from the Jefferson
Waste Water Treatment Plant sic.: which has recently been
rebrandedhdeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee as Water Recovery Plant, after US Ecology
and other industries dump thousands of gallons THEIR WASTE INTO OUR SEWERS into our sewers.
With toxic product processing on Georgia Street; US ECOLOGY ALSO STORES HAZARDOUS FRACKING
WASTE ON SITE,,,,,WHAT SUPER-FUND WILL CLEAN UP THIS AFRICAN=AMERICAN & ARAB
NEIGHBORHOOD COMMUNITY?
Is radioactive waste from the Georgia street plant, a threat to the surrounding community??
Are you sending one of your well versed chemists dealing with research pertinent to effective and
efficient water treatment to the American Chemist Society at this August convention in San Diego? ??
there’s a Hostel, within a 10 minute walk from the convention center.

Is it not inefficient to patch an obsolete system.
WHAT ARE OUR LONG TERM G6OALS6666 AND Plans
Rain FALL IS PREDICTED TO INCREASE BY 20%in 30 years. Let Us Design for 400 years! My dream:
Can we recreate our streams for stormwater management and recreation?
Will the GLWA converse with me and others on these and other matters, such as publishing the water
sampling reports, the long term and incremental Plans or which actions to prioritize. Can we redesign
our water systems with a separate pipe for drinking . please no chlorine…and please no fluoride, which
intensifies the uptake of lead….
Why patch an obsolete system….a combined sewer and stormwater system…the roads make up the
majority of the impervious surface,,, this system pollutes….so let’s design our new system. What’s
the Plan(s)? we should strive to protect our waters. Water is Life
Thank you, Cindy Darrah Monday July 22, and early Tuesday, July 23rd, 2019.

